
Most Features of any CPAP Cleaner 

• Trusted Ozone Technology  

• No need to replace Filters or Bags 

• Advanced color screen displays each   
 step of the cleaning process 

www.PAPclean.com 

Eliminates 99% of Germs & Bacteria 
Portable CPAP Sanitizer System 

Easily Cleans Your Mask,  

Humidifier Tank & Tubing System. 

Works with All CPAP Brands!  
 

Large  

Sanitizing Bag 

Included 

Why is PAP Clean better than 

cheaper models on Amazon? 

The Ozone Generator 

Most cheaper models only produce ozone 

- Ours uses Ozone and a Room-Air Flush 

Most cheaper models have only one mode 

- Ours has a 30 or 20 minute cleaning cycle 

Most cheaper ones don’t have a visual screen 

- Ours has an advanced color screen 

- Ours displays the battery level   

- Our displays cleaning cycle images 

- Ours displays the remaining cycle time 
 

The Sanitizing Bag 

Most cheaper models don’t include a bag 

- Ours includes the strongest bag available 

Most with bags are too small for Full Masks 

- Ours can hold 2 masks and humidifier tubs 

Most with bags need them replaced often 

- Ours does not require new bags or filters 
 

Power Options 
Most cheaper models don’t have a battery 

- Ours has a 2,600mAh Lithium-ion battery  

Most with batteries need daily recharging 

- Ours runs 6+ cleanings before a recharge  

Most with batteries don’t include a charger  

- Our includes a complete 110V power supply  

 

In life, you get what you pay for… 

Ask your CPAP professional for some  

feedback, patient success stories and why 

they recommend                       . 
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Place your CPAP Mask and empty water 
tub in the PAP Clean Bag. 

Zip the bag closed and connect the CPAP 
Tube to the Ozone Generator. 

Turn the PAP Clean on and walk away.  The 
screen displays each step of the cleaning 
process. 
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The Ozone Generator quietly runs for 30 
minutes, sanitizing everything in the bag 
without any detergents or liquids. 

Next it performs a 5 minute room-air 
flush. This assists in the ozone reversion. 

The PAP Clean will automatically turn off.  
After a 60 minute resting  period, it is safe 
to use your CPAP.  

Sanitize in Three Easy Steps! 

COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDES: 

High Efficiency Ozone Generator 

● 30 minute Ozone Cleaning cycle, then a      

  5 min Room-Air Flush reverts ozone, and a 

  60 minute resting countdown 

● Screen displays each step in the process 

 - Icon for Cleaning, Flush and Resting 

 - Timer counts down minutes of each cycle 

 -      icon when cleaning,      when complete 

● Dual Sanitizing: Standard or Quick Cleaning 

 -  Sanitizing Mode displayed on screen 

● Built-in 2,600mAh Lithium-ion Battery 

 - Battery level displayed on screen 

Large Zippered Sanitizing Bag  

● Doubles as a travel bag for your PAP Clean 

and CPAP accessories 

● Can simultaneously clean multiple masks & 

humidifier tanks  

● Tube Guard™ strap prevents ozone leaks  

No Additional Accessories Needed 

● Complete system cleans ALL Heated and 

Travel CPAP Tubes 

Type C USB Cord and Power Supply 

● Runs 6+ sanitizing cycles per charge 


